Gurgaon Police Law & Order Citizens’ Circle – Summary

(Collective inputs from over 15,000 Citizens of Gurgaon)

Prostitution in Gurgaon – Reported Areas

1. Heard of this happening in some Spa in MGF mall and Sahara mall
2. Possible racket running in some apartment in A block in Ridgewood. Many young foreigner girls could be seen coming and going at night.
3. Such activity is seen at Rajiv Chowk NH 8 in vacant land and around Rajiv Chowk adjacent to park sector 15-I, and in park of Tau Devilal Stadium around 11pm to 5am. These are well known places for prostitution.
4. It is very frequent sight near Japanese Hostel i.e. going from Signature tower towards Maharana Pratap Chowk
5. U Block in DLF PHASE-3 is very well known to harbour such activities

Chain Snatching in Gurgaon – Reported Areas

1. Make a square starting from Sahara Mall to First India Place to Maruti Vihar and Krishna Market and then back to Sahara Mall - heard a lot about such incidences in this square
2. Chain snatching instances are common in Sushant Lok-1, C-block
3. In Sushant Lok -1, B-block, 4 chain snatching instances have been reported in the last 2 weeks
4. Some such incidents have been reported in sector 57, near Hong Kong mall
5. N block of Mayfield Garden in sector 51 witnesses chain snatching instances regularly
6. Many chain snatching incidents happen in Shivaji Nagar, near the court area
7. So many chain snatchings happen near the market in Sector 9
8. Many such cases happened on road opposite to HUDA Market, Sector-56 going straight to Akash Ganga Society & Arihant at T point.